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Abstract

This paper uses micro-census income data from the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) to measure the current and future burden of financing public transfers, especially benefits supporting the aged and near-aged. The analysis distinguishes between income obtained from households’ own saving and labor earnings, on the one hand, and the part financed with unfunded transfers, on the other. The burden of unfunded transfers is defined as the tax on factor income that is needed to pay for such transfers under a balanced budget rule. The paper develops a framework for estimating and forecasting this burden using micro-census reports on the current age distribution of factor incomes, the age distribution of transfer incomes, and U.S. Census Bureau projections of the future age structure of the population. Because survey data are inaccurate and incomplete, the micro-census income reports are adjusted to reflect under-reporting based on estimates of aggregate income from the national income and product accounts. Empirical estimates of current and future tax burdens are derived for four OECD countries. These show that the burden of German and U.S. transfers is unusually sensitive to the effects of an aging population. In contrast, the burden of public transfers in Finland and Britain is less sensitive to the effects of an older population because transfers in those countries are less heavily tilted toward aged beneficiaries. Factor incomes received by aged Americans are high by international standards, providing a partial offset to the sharp tilt of U.S. transfers in favor of the elderly. As the U.S. population grows older, factor incomes will decline more gradually than is the case in other rich countries, helping to maintain the size of its tax base.
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The Age Profile of Income and the Burden of Unfunded Transfers in Four Countries: Evidence from the Luxembourg Income Study

The burden of population aging depends crucially on the relative sizes of the aged and working-age populations, the relative consumption of aged and working-age households, and the income sources used to pay for old-age consumption. To the extent that elderly households depend on transfers financed out of the current incomes of working-age families, the trend toward an older population can impose heavy financial burdens on active workers. If aged households pay for their current consumption largely out of their own current earnings or their own past savings, however, the burden imposed by population aging on the working-age population is considerably lighter.

Much of the cross-national analysis of the potential burden of aging populations has focused on prospective changes in the ratio of retired to working-age populations. Less attention has been directed toward measuring cross-national differences in the actual support that aged households derive from working-age households. This paper examines international differences in sources of support for old-age consumption. How much consumption is financed with aged households’ own earnings and saving? How much depends on transfers from the working-age population?

Over the post-war era, rich industrialized countries have dramatically reduced the gap in average consumption between their aged and non-aged populations (Bosworth and Burtless, 1998, and Disney and Whitehouse, 2002). The improvement in the relative well-being of the elderly has been achieved through a variety of mechanisms. Aged households in all industrialized countries now derive a large fraction of their incomes from public pensions and government transfers, but countries differ widely in the proportion of old-age income that is provided through public budgets. Older people in the United States derive a comparatively modest percentage of their cash retirement income from transfers and a large percentage from private income sources, including property income, employer-sponsored pensions, and labor earnings. In a sample of 10 OECD countries, for example, analysts found that the United States ranks second in the percentage of total elderly household income derived from earnings, third in the percentage derived from property and financial assets, and ninth in the percentage derived from government transfers, including public pensions (Rein and Stapf-Finé, 2001). Because a
large fraction of older Americans own the homes they live in, they also receive a sizeable flow of private housing services that is not reflected in their money income reports.

While several studies have examined cross-national differences in income sources in old age, none has investigated international differences in the shares of old-age consumption that is financed out of saving and own earnings, on the one hand, and out of transfers from current workers, on the other. This paper distinguishes between three basic kinds of financing for old-age consumption:

- Transfers from the public budget and pay-as-you-go pension and insurance programs;
- Own earnings of aged households; and
- Savings (including returns from property and financial assets, annuities from funded pension programs, and service flows from home ownership).

Using micro-census information on income for four countries, I derive comparable statistics on the share of old-age income that is supported with net transfers and on the part derived from aged households’ own current earnings and past savings.

As a check on these calculations, I ask whether the micro-census reports of consumption flows out of saving can be reconciled with aggregate statistics on income flows. In one respect, the micro-census surveys of old-age income appear to contradict aggregate statistics on household saving. Countries with low household saving rates, including Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States, have retirement systems that finance a comparatively large share of old-age income out of savings, including savings in funded pension systems. Countries with high household saving rates, including Germany and Japan, have micro-census surveys showing that older households derive a small percentage of their incomes from capital income flows. (For recent evidence on aggregate private and household saving, see de Serres and Pelgrin, 2002, Marquis, 2002, and Verrinder, 2002; for evidence on the role of capital income sources, see Casey and Yamada, 2003, Figure 2).

A number of explanations can account for the apparent discrepancy between micro-census evidence on old-age incomes and the aggregate statistics on household saving. First, the micro-census surveys might understate aged households’ income from capital income or funded pensions, and the reporting discrepancy could be larger in some countries than others. This possibility can be examined by attempting to determine what fraction of capital income flows and funded pension payments are recorded in the micro-census files. An alternative possibility is
that consumption flows out of saving are incompletely measured in micro-census income surveys, even when incomes are perfectly reported in the survey. For example, private home ownership gives households a flow of housing services that is not reflected in homeowners’ income reports. In addition, if aged households finance part of their consumption by liquidating some of their financial and non-financial assets, the de-accumulation would not be revealed in an income survey.

A third possibility is that returns on household savings may be lower in high-saving than low-saving countries. In fact, there is some evidence that financial investments appropriate for retirement saving do yield lower returns with higher variance in Germany and Japan compared with the United Kingdom and the United States (Burtless, 2003). Moreover, compared with households in Britain and the United States, Japanese and German households tend to hold savings in low-risk, low-return assets, such as currency and bank deposits (Burtless, 2001). Low returns on capital could result in micro-census income reports that show relatively small flows of capital income in the high-saving countries. Even though aged households in high-saving countries may not derive large income flows from their savings, they may nonetheless finance a sizable share of their consumption through liquidation of capital holdings.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section proposes a simple framework for measuring the effects of the population age distribution, the age distribution of factor income, and the age profile of pay-as-you-go (paygo) government transfer benefits on the tax burden faced by the economically active population. The framework is a natural extension and generalization of the old-age dependency ratio, a popular though misleading measure of the burden imposed by an aging population. The following section describes the micro-census survey data needed to measure household incomes, and it describes procedures to allocate individual-level incomes between components derived from own earnings and savings, on the one hand, and paygo transfers, on the other. Because incomes reported in household surveys are subject to under-reporting, procedures are also developed to adjust reported incomes so that the implied sum and distribution of household incomes are consistent with incomes recorded in the national income and product accounts. The next two sections describe empirical estimates of the age profiles of factor incomes and of paygo transfer incomes in four OECD countries. The results from these two sections are combined in the following section to develop new estimates of the tax on factor income that is needed to finance paygo transfers over the next half century.
The estimates show that a generous social welfare system does not necessarily generate steep increases in the tax burden as the population grows older, whereas less generous social welfare systems may generate proportionately steep increases in required tax rates depending on the age profile of factor incomes and of government benefit generosity. The paper ends with a brief summary of conclusions.

**Old-age dependency burden**

A common way to measure the burden imposed by the aged on the working age population is to calculate the ratio of old to the number of working age adults. The Social Security Actuary performs this calculation of the old-age dependency ratio under the assumption that the working age population is between 20 and 64 years old. The Actuary’s calculations show that in 1950 there were 14 Americans past age 64 for every 100 adults between 20 and 64 years. The aged dependency ratio rose to 21 by 2000, and the Actuary’s intermediate forecast suggests it will reach 38 by 2050 (OASDI Trustees, 2004, p. 78).

Under stylized assumptions regarding the pension formula and work patterns among the young and the old, the trend in the old-age dependency ratio will parallel the trend in the payroll tax rate needed to finance retirement benefits. In a pay-as-you-go pension program, the taxes imposed on current wage earnings are just sufficient to pay for benefits provided to the retired population. Assuming all aged adults receive a pension and all working-age adults are employed, a balanced-budget rule in the pension program requires that current benefit payments must equal tax revenues:

\[(1) \quad P a_2 = t W a_1 \]

where
\[P = \text{Average pension benefit;}\]
\[W = \text{Average wage;}\]
\[t = \text{Tax on wages;}\]
\[a_1 = \text{Proportion of population that is working age;} \]
\[a_2 = \text{Proportion of population that is aged.}\]

\[(2) \quad t = \frac{P a_2}{W a_1} \]

In other words, the tax rate needed to maintain paygo solvency is the old-age dependency ratio times the ratio of the average benefit payment to the average wage. If a pension formula sets the average benefit payment so that it is a fixed percentage of the average wage, the paygo tax rate,
t, needed to support the pension program will vary over time in proportion to the old-age dependency ratio, $a_2/a_1$. An increasing share of the aged in the population will inevitably boost the percentage of earnings that must be set aside to pay for benefits to the elderly.

A rising old-age dependency ratio can be associated with other effects on public spending however. Partly offsetting higher spending needs for the dependent old is the shrinking need to provide support to the dependent young. Some of this burden is financed through public budgets, primarily as spending on schools and universities. Government spending on education represented 5.1 percent of U.S. GDP in 2000, about one-half percentage point less than spending in 1975, when the percentage of the population between ages 5 and 24 was near a post-war high. If spending for the young is partly financed by taxes imposed on earnings, the combined tax to pay for pensions and education will bear a less direct relationship to the old-age dependency rate than the relationship implied by equation 2. Of course, government transfers and other public spending are not provided only to the young or the old. Many working-age adults also derive support from government transfers. Nor are the taxes used to pay for transfers imposed solely on wages. Means-tested government transfers and most public health insurance benefits are financed out of general government revenues, which are derived from taxes on personal income, property, and consumption as well as on labor earnings.

If transfers are financed with a proportional tax on all factor income, the balanced-budget tax rate needed to pay for age-related transfers can be expressed as

$$
(3) \quad t = \frac{P_{TOT}}{W_{TOT} + R_{TOT}} = \frac{S \sum a_i P_i}{S \sum a_i (W_i + R_i)}
$$

where $P_i$ = Average transfer benefit received by persons in age group $i$; $W_i$ = Average labor income earned by persons in age group $i$; $R_i$ = Average capital income earned by persons in age group $i$; $t$ = Tax rate on total factor income, $F_{TOT} = W_{TOT} + R_{TOT}$; $a_i$ = Proportion of population in age group $i$.

Note that an age group’s average factor income, $F_i$, is simply the sum of its average wage income, $W_i$, and average capital income, $R_i$. It is convenient to express the age profile of factor income by reference to the mean factor income received by the age group that receives the highest factor income, say, $F_M$. $M$ can be interpreted to mean “middle aged,” since income from earnings and capital usually reaches a peak when people attain middle age. If there are $N$ age
groups and we define \( f_i = F_i / F_M \), then the age profile of factor income is indicated by the sequence \( f_1, f_2, f_3, \ldots, f_M, \ldots, f_N \), where each \( f_i \) is the mean factor income in group \( i \) expressed as a fraction of the factor income received by a middle-aged person and \( f_M = 1 \).

Suppose that the average transfer benefit paid to a particular age group \( i \) is also measured relative to the mean factor income received by a middle-aged person. If \( \beta_i = P_i / F_M \), we can re-write equation (3) as

\[
(4) \quad t = \frac{\sum a_i P_i}{\sum a_i F_i} = \frac{\sum a_i \beta_i F_M}{\sum a_i f_i F_M} = \frac{\sum a_i \beta_i}{\sum a_i f_i}.
\]

The paygo tax rate needed to support the transfer system is therefore a function of the age distribution of the population, \( a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_N \), the age profile of factor income, \( f_1, f_2, f_3, \ldots, f_N \), and the relative generosity of transfer payments compared to average factor income of the middle-aged, \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \ldots, \beta_N \). If the age distribution is skewed toward groups with low benefit payments and high factor incomes, the tax needed to finance paygo transfers will be low. As a graying population increases the proportion of people with high benefit requirements and low factor incomes, \( t \) must rise.

The effect of population aging can be illustrated with a simple example. Suppose the adult population is divided into four age groups: the young (between ages 15 and 34), the middle-aged (between 35 and 54), the near-elderly (between 55 and 64), and the elderly (ages 65 and older). In addition, assume the age profiles of factor income and of paygo benefit payments follow the schedules shown in Figure 1. Both factor incomes and benefit payments are measured relative to the average factor income received by people between 35 and 54. The two bars on the right show the population average factor income (66) and average transfer payment (14). The implied tax rate needed to support paygo benefits out of factor incomes is thus about 21 percent (14 \( \times 100 / 66 \)). Given the pronounced tilt in the age distribution of factor incomes and benefit payments, it is obvious that shifts in the population age structure can affect average benefit payments, factor incomes, and the ratio of these two variables.

---

\(^1\) The age distributions of factor incomes and benefit payments in Figure 1 represent the average distributions observed in the four countries analyzed in this paper – Finland, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The population average factor income and benefit payment are derived using age group weights that reflect the average age distribution of these four countries in 2000.
Consider the effects of a shift in the age distribution that mirrors the expected change that will occur in industrialized countries between 2000 and 2050. As a percentage of the total population, the population age 65 and older will increase from 18 percent to 33 percent over that interval.\(^2\) If each age group had an identical factor income equal to the overall population average in 2000, the shift in the age composition of the population would have no impact on average factor incomes. Because the population will shift toward age groups that earn lower incomes, however, by 2050 the tax rate will have to rise 2.5 percentage points (about 12 percent) above the required level in 2000 in order to compensate for the lower factor incomes that will be earned by the older population. Similarly, if each age group received an identical average transfer payment, the shift in the age structure of the population would have no impact on the average transfer payment the government has to pay out. The actual age profile of benefit payments slopes upward with age, however, implying that the average transfer will have to rise. Because the population will shift toward age groups that receive larger benefits, by 2050 the tax rate must rise 7 percentage points (about 33 percent) to pay for higher average benefits. In addition, there is a small interaction effect between factor incomes and the benefit schedule that boosts the required tax rate a bit more. The total increase in \(t\) needed to support paygo transfers between 2000 and 2050 is a little more than 10 percentage points, about 48 percent of the 2000 tax rate. Figure 2 shows the trend in \(t\) between 2000 and 2050 under the assumption that the population age structure follows the trend predicted by the U.S. Census Bureau for a handful of industrialized countries. The figure also shows a decomposition of the tax rise between the part traceable to changes in the factor income distribution, the part due to higher benefit obligations flowing from the age profile of transfer payments, and the interaction effect. The bulk of the increase in required tax contributions is clearly due to the steep age profile of benefit payments.

Much of the cross-national literature on population aging focuses on the impact of a changing age structure on the burden of supporting an older population. As indicated in equation 4, however, the effect of aging also depends on the age distribution of factor incomes and the relative generosity of public transfers over the life cycle. If young people receive generous support under the transfer system, population aging may initially reduce tax burdens as the share of the population in young age groups declines (see Cutler et al., 1990, and Burtless, 2002). The

\(^2\) These estimates reflect the unweighted average population trends in Finland, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States as predicted by the U.S. Census Bureau (2004).
young earn little income from wages and property, so a decline in fertility will initially reduce the relative size of an age group that has limited factor income and increase the relative importance of age groups with high labor or capital incomes. Two countries with an identical age distribution and identical trends in the age structure may face very dissimilar trends in tax burdens. Differences in the age pattern of factor incomes or in the age pattern of transfer generosity can produce marked differences in the trend of $t$, even when the population-average level of transfers compared with factor incomes is initially quite similar. To take a simple example, a nation that provides little public income support to young or middle-aged adults and offers generous support to the population past 65 faces a much steeper increase in taxes when old-age dependency rises than does a nation providing moderate income support to young, middle-aged, and elderly alike.

**Measuring incomes**

This paper takes two approaches to measuring the tax burdens needed to support pay-as-you-go transfers in industrialized countries. Under the first approach, I rely solely on micro-census data to approximate the capital and labor incomes and the paygo transfer incomes received by people classified according to age. The micro-census tabulations in turn provide estimates of the benefit ratios, $\beta_i$, and age profiles of factor incomes, $f_i$, needed to calculate $t$. The time trend in tax burdens can then be computed using demographic projections of the future population age structure. If the micro-census survey responses are accurate and complete, they provide a reliable guide for estimating the current tax on factor incomes needed to support paygo transfers. Their usefulness for predicting future tax burdens is more problematical, since future benefit ratios, $\beta_i$, and factor income profiles, $f_i$, may change as a result of population aging. Nonetheless, the projected values of $t$ offer a convenient starting point for assessing a country’s potential burden assuming that its economic and political institutions remain unchanged.

Micro-census data suffer from a number of shortcomings that make them inaccurate or incomplete. In most countries the data are collected in household interviews conducted by a national census agency or some other survey organization. In only a handful of countries are the data obtained from administrative records of the tax collection or social security agency. In countries that rely on household interviews, some respondents do not agree to be interviewed. Others fail to answer all the questions posed by an interviewer or supply inaccurate information.
Equally important, the survey questions do not provide a complete tally of relevant household income. Some elements of employer compensation and self-employment income are not covered by the questionnaire. A large percentage of capital income is missed by most household surveys. Respondents may not be asked about their share of investment earnings in insurance or pension programs in which they participate. Few household surveys elicit enough information about consumer durables or owner-occupied homes to allow researchers to calculate accurately the value of capital services that owners derive from property they own. To compensate for the shortcomings of the survey data, a second method is also used to calculate the tax rate needed to finance paygo transfers. I make adjustments in the survey responses to increase the reported income amounts up to known totals reflected in a country’s national income and product accounts (NIPA). These adjustments are much more important for some income sources, such as self-employment earnings and property income, than they are for others. Moreover, under-reporting in household surveys is a more serious problem in some countries than others. After household survey data are adjusted to reproduce income totals shown in each country’s NIPA, the estimates of $t$ will be more comparable from one country to the next.

Using either methodology, the principal source of information on the age distribution of factor and transfer income comes from a household micro-census survey. Survey data of this kind are obtainable for 25 countries participating in the LIS. This paper examines 1999-2000 income patterns in four LIS member countries: Finland, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States. These countries were selected because they are reasonably large, they have similar levels of per capita income, and they span an interesting range of social policy and demographic experience. Although the population of each of the countries will grow older during the next half century, aging will occur at a different rate in each country (see Figure 3). It would be desirable to include a broader cross-section of countries in the comparison. Some important countries, including Japan, do not supply micro-census data to the LIS. Others, like France and Australia, have not yet submitted files to the LIS covering incomes received in years after 1994. And still other LIS countries have submitted files that omit some income or wealth data that are crucial for this analysis.

---

3 For details about LIS data sets and documentation of the main variable definitions, readers are referred to http://www.lisproject.org.
To estimate the critical parameters in equation 4, it is necessary to measure income separately within age groups and to distinguish between income that is derived from factor income and from paygo transfers. The distinction between factor income and paygo transfers is not the same as the usual distinction between income derived from public and private sources. Retirement income that is obtained from a funded pension system, whether the funds are managed in the public or private sectors, represents factor income. Consider a public pension program run in behalf of government employees. If the program collects contributions from public workers and their employers, invests those funds in a separate investment account, and then pays retirement benefits out of past contributions and investment earnings of the fund, the retirement income derived from the program represents factor income. From an economic standpoint, there is no practical difference between this kind of retirement income and income that is derived from an investment portfolio maintained by a private insurance company or savings bank. In both cases, incomes are obtained from the stream of factor payments generated by a capital investment.

The LIS data set provides detailed information about a variety of public and private income sources, including wages and salaries, net income from self-employment, property income including interest, dividends, and rent, occupational pensions, means-tested benefits, and public retirement benefits. In most cases it is straightforward to distinguish between income sources that represent factor income and those representing paygo transfers. Wage and salary income and most employer supplements to wages and salary represent a return for labor services. I also classify self-employment income as labor income, though for many entrepreneurs self-employment income partly reflects the return on capital investment. Means-tested benefits and public pensions from unfunded public programs, including the U.S. and German social security systems, the U.K. basic state pension, and the Finnish flat-rate pension scheme, clearly represent varieties of paygo transfers. In contrast, occupational pensions in Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States are classified as factor income. This classification seems justified for the United States, even in the case of occupational pensions offered by public employers, because the private and public employer-sponsored pension programs are overwhelmingly capital funded (Bosworth and Burtless, 2004).  

Finland’s occupational pension

---

4 The classification is less clear in Germany, because until recently occupational pensions offered by private employers were mainly financed out of company book reserves rather than segregated investment
system represents a hybrid or partially funded program. I classify one-quarter of Finnish occupational pensions as factor income and three-quarters as paygo transfers.

In principle it would be desirable to measure all income paid to an individual household (or to its agents) that represents returns on capital or labor services. The total should include all compensation paid in behalf of a wage and salary worker, including money and in-kind supplements to ordinary money wages as well as the compulsory taxes or contributions employers are obliged to pay for public social insurance. Supplements to wage income include voluntary and compulsory contributions for occupational pensions and for health, injury, and life insurance. Unfortunately, very few workers can accurately estimate how much their employers pay for these earnings supplements, so the LIS wage data usually reflect gross money wages before subtractions for the employee’s own tax payments and social insurance contributions. The LIS data for the United States, which are extracted from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey (CPS) files, include Census Bureau imputations to reflect most employer contributions. Because similar data are not available for the other three countries, however, the U.S. data on employer contributions have not been used here.

In addition to reported interest, dividends, and rental income, capital returns should include the investment income earned on insurance company and pension fund reserves held in behalf of individual survey respondents. For example, the interest income earned in a funded life insurance policy should be included as capital income, and the interest and dividend income earned on a respondent’s share of pension fund reserves should be incorporated in a household’s factor income. Not surprisingly, few respondents know the value of these income items, so they are not reflected in the LIS data file. The capital income of a homeowner should include all or part of the flow of housing services that the owner derives from ownership of a home. In the case of Finland, Germany, and the United States, the LIS files include estimates of the return that homeowners derive as a result of ownership of a house. Unfortunately, the imputations are based on different procedures in different countries. In Finland and Germany, the estimates reflect an assessment of the rental income a homeowner would receive if his or her home were rented in the private market. In the United States, the U.S. Census Bureau imputes equivalent rental income based on the assumed financial return that homeowners could earn on the net accounts. However, occupational pensions are relatively unimportant in German. Most pension income comes from unfunded public programs and represents a paygo transfer.
equity they hold in their homes (that is, the difference between the market value of their home and the balance on their home mortgage). I was able to make an imputation of rental income for U.K. homeowners based on the same procedure used by the U.S. Census Bureau. I based this imputation on my own tabulations of home values and mortgages in the 1999 British Household Panel Survey. No imputations have been made in this study to reflect the flow of capital services that LIS respondents enjoy as a result of owning consumer durables, such as household appliances, cars, and furniture. Since ownership of these items increases as people get older, the absence of data on consumer durables will lead to an understatement of the true capital incomes of the middle-aged and elderly. As we shall see below, the aggregate capital income reported in the LIS is considerably smaller than capital income totals shown in the NIPA, even ignoring the issue of consumer durables.

Having classified the income items in categories corresponding to labor returns, capital returns, and pay-as-you-go transfers, the next step is to allocate income items to individuals based on their age. Income items representing the great majority of total income, including wages and salaries, self-employment earnings, and occupational pensions, are reported in LIS files on an individual basis. It is therefore straightforward to allocate these items to appropriate income recipients and age groups. Other income sources, including many forms of property income and some paygo transfers, are only reported at the household level. If a household contains several adults, it is not always obvious which individual is the owner of a particular property or the recipient of a particular household income item. The analysis that follows is based on a simple allocation procedure. Income items reported in the LIS “person file” were allocated to the person who reported receiving them. Income items reported only in the LIS “household file” were divided equally between the household head and his or her spouse. When a household is headed by a single person, the head is assumed to be the sole recipient of all “household” income items. If more than one generation of adults lives in the same residence, this procedure may produce a misallocation of some household income items. For example, if certain paygo transfers are recorded only in the LIS household file rather than in the person file,

---

5 The Census Bureau imputations of equivalent rental income for U.S. homeowners subtract an estimate of the property tax owners must pay on their home. However, this subtraction is not made in the LIS income files for Finland and Germany. To make our estimates of equivalent rental income similar across the four countries, the estimates of equivalent rental income for the United States therefore make no subtraction for property taxes.
the procedure will allocate the transfer to the person who is identified as the household head, even though another adult may be the actual recipient. Since there are comparatively few multi-generation households in the four countries studied here, it seems unlikely the misallocation of income will be significant.

Table 1 shows estimates of factor incomes and paygo transfers in 1999 or 2000 for the four countries included in this study. The income totals reported in rows 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8 are estimates derived from the LIS files. They were obtained by multiplying LIS respondents’ income reports by the population weights contained in the LIS file and then summing to find implied income totals. Lines 2, 4, 6 and 9 show equivalent national income totals derived from the OECD National Accounts data base. A comparison of lines 1 and 2, for example, allows us to see how much of the aggregate employee compensation recorded in the NIPA is reflected in LIS wage and salary reports. The difference between the aggregate totals does not necessarily reflect income under-reporting in the LIS file. As noted above, employee compensation includes employer social contributions and supplements to wages that are not reflected in the money wages received by employees.

The lower panel of Table 1 shows direct comparisons between LIS income items and equivalent items in the NIPA. Wages and salaries reported in LIS represent 76 percent to 81 percent of the compensation recorded in NIPA. This implies that 24 percent to 19 percent of factor income derived from wage and salary employment is missed in the LIS files. The percentage of aggregate income missing in the LIS is often much bigger for other income items. Moreover, the percentage of missing income varies across countries. Self-employment income appears to be very well reported in Finland and the United Kingdom, but it is apparently subject to massive under-reporting in Germany and the United States. The amount of true under-reporting may be less variable than this comparison implies. In fact, net self-employment income reported in the U.S. household survey is reasonably close to the amount reported to the tax authorities and the Social Security Administration. It differs widely from the amount shown in the NIPA because U.S. statistical authorities believe the income tax records and household survey data reflect too little of the economic income that sole proprietors earn from their businesses. In effect, the NIPA estimate of proprietors’ income represents a guess by the U.S. statistical authorities. The statistical authorities in Finland and the United Kingdom probably use
a different method to estimate the total income received by the self-employed, and they may place greater faith in the reports supplied to tax authorities and census interviewers.

The lower panel shows wide national differences between capital income flows reported in the household surveys and the NIPA. Only in Finland is LIS-reported capital income substantially more than half the capital income flows recorded in the NIPA. In Germany, less than one-fifth of NIPA capital income is reflected in the LIS files. Readers should bear in mind that the NIPA income total reflects interest, dividends, and rent payments attributable to households, even if the households do not directly receive these income flows as cash payments in the current year. The income may be earned in accounts directly or indirectly owned by households, as insurance policies or pension accounts. On the other hand, the LIS capital income estimates include occupational pension payments, which for most households will differ from the annual income amounts that households actually earn in capital income. A pension annuity contains a repayment of past principal contributions and past accrued investment income as well as current interest payments. In the LIS tabulations, occupational pension annuity payments are classified as capital income flows, but the payments to individual households do not really correspond to capital income flows as those flows are measured in the NIPA. Obviously, any adjustment of the LIS capital income reports to bring them closer to the aggregate income flows in the NIPA will substantially boost the measured incomes of capital owners in Germany and the United States.

The bottom row in Table 1 shows the percentage of NIPA-recorded government transfer payments that are reflected in the LIS files. Transfer incomes are apparently better reported in Finland and the United Kingdom than they are in Germany and the United States. Part of the reason for the difference between LIS income reports and the NIPA is the difficulty of measuring many government transfers, especially in-kind transfers such as medical insurance and health care. The U.S. Census Bureau imputes estimates of the value of government-provided health insurance under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. If these imputations were included, the total government transfer payments included in the LIS files for the United States would rise to $776.2 billion, or about three-quarters of the government transfers shown in the NIPA.

---

6 The exceptionally good capital income reports in Finland may be a byproduct of my division of occupational pensions between capital income and paygo transfers. I assume that one-quarter of occupational pensions are attributable to capital-funded pension accounts. If the true percentage is lower, the amount of capital income reported in Finland’s LIS file would be lower, too.
Estimates of this kind are not available for the other three countries. Because health care transfers are one of the most important excluded categories of government benefits and because these transfers are disproportionately received by older citizens, it is likely that the LIS files understate the relative importance of transfer income to aged households. This issue can be examined in the case of the United States, because the LIS / CPS household data files contain estimates of the insurance value of government medical benefits.

**The age distribution of factor incomes**

All information about the age distribution of factor income and transfer payments is based on interview responses in the LIS data files. Figure 4 shows the age distribution of factor income in the four countries, using the average factor income received by 45-49 year-olds as a benchmark for comparison. Average incomes are shown for people in five-year age groups starting at age 15. Children under 15 receive virtually no capital or labor income, and hence they are excluded from these and all subsequent calculations. The age profile of factor income is broadly similar in all four countries. Factor income reaches a life-cycle peak shortly before age 45 in Finland, between ages 45-49 in Germany, and at a slightly older age in Britain and the United States. The age profile shows a characteristic pattern of steep increase between age 15 and early middle age, a leveling out or small increase between the late 30s and early 50s, and then a steep decline after age 55. Nearly all of the decline after age 50 is traceable to a fall in labor earnings, represented by the dark bars in Figure 4. Note that the profiles displayed in Figure 4 reflect only the factor incomes actually earned by adults at successive years of age. Because of income sharing among relatives, the estimates do not necessarily reflect the actual incomes available to pay for consumption in any age group. Young adults earn very little factor income, since many of them are enrolled in school or have just begun to earn wages for the first time in their lives. Part or all of their consumption may be financed from the factor incomes received by parents or other middle-aged relatives. Inter-family transfers may also be important.

---

7 Households may receive government transfers, such as child allowances or government earnings subsidies, as a result of the presence of children. Such income is typically recorded as being paid to an adult member of the household or is classified in the LIS data files as a “household” income item. If it is classified as the latter kind of item, I have divided the income equally between the household head and spouse of head. In the remainder of this analysis, I ignore the effect of children on the age profile of factor and transfer incomes. The tabulations focus solely on the impact of the age distribution of the population that is 15 and older.
to some adults past the age of 65, although inter-family transfers are nowadays much less
significant for this age group than was true in the past.

Figure 4 and the top panel of Figure 5 show that labor income falls off more gradually
after age 60 in the United States than it does in the other three countries. Americans rely more
heavily on labor income in old age than citizens of other industrialized countries. For example,
Americans between 65 and 69 earn labor incomes that are about 20 percent of the average factor
income received by Americans who are between 45 and 49 years old. The comparable
percentage in Britain, Finland, and Germany is just 5 percent. Even between ages 75 and 79
Americans earn labor incomes that are equivalent to 6 percent of the average factor income of
45-49 year-olds, whereas the comparable percentage in Britain, Finland, and Germany is only
about 1 percent. This means that U.S. labor income is somewhat less sensitive to shifts in the
old-age dependency ratio than earned income in other rich countries.

The lighter portion of each bar in Figure 4 represents income derived from capital income
sources – interest, dividends, rent, funded pension payments, and imputed rent on owner-
occupied homes. Unlike labor income, capital income continues to rise through ages 70 or 75.
Capital income is relatively more important for older adults in Britain and the United States than
it is in Finland or Germany (see also the lower panel of Figure 5). In the United Kingdom and
the United States, the average capital income reported among people past 65 is more than twice
as high as it is among adults between 45 and 49. Capital incomes received by the aged in
Finland and Germany are relatively much smaller. One implication of this comparison should be
obvious. If the future age distribution of capital income remains similar to the distribution
observed in 2000, the trend toward an older population will boost capital income more in the
United Kingdom and the United States than it does in Finland or Germany.

The top panel of Figure 6 provides a four-country summary of the age profile of total
factor income. The chart shows sizeable inter-country differences in the profile of factor
incomes, especially past age 55. U.K. and U.S. residents receive significantly higher factor
incomes than residents of Finland and Germany once they reach late middle age. According to
income reports in the LIS files, the total factor income received by 70-74 year-olds represents 38
percent of the average factor income of an American between ages 45 and 49. In Germany and
Finland the comparable percentages are just 13 percent and 23 percent, respectively. If this age
pattern persists over the next half century, Germany and Finland can expect to see a dramatic fall
in the availability of factor income as their populations age. The decline in factor income associated with population aging will be more gradual in the United Kingdom and the United States, even if the trend toward an older population is the same in all four countries.

_Adjustment for under-reporting._ The aggregate incomes reported in the LIS income files are smaller—often substantially smaller—than income totals shown in the NIPA. Since the shortfall in aggregate income differs across countries and across different types of income, it is useful to check the LIS estimates using income totals adjusted to reflect possible under-reporting in the household surveys. To perform this check, I assume that under-reporting represents a constant proportional share of income across all age groups, while the proportional amount of under-reporting differs across different types of income. Most of the data needed to make this adjustment for under-reporting are displayed in Table 1. The adjustment for under-reporting of wage and salary compensation, for example, can be calculated using information in rows 1 and 2 of the table. Row 1 shows aggregate wage and salary income reported in the LIS data file, and row 2 shows total compensation, including wage supplements and mandatory contributions for social insurance, reported in the NIPA. To compensate for the LIS income shortfall, I multiply LIS wage and salary income amounts by the ratio of the entries in row 2 and row 1. For example, just 78 percent of the compensation paid to wage and salary workers in Finland is recorded as wage and salary income in Finland’s LIS file. By increasing LIS-reported wage and salary income by 29 percent, the adjusted total wage and salary income in the LIS file would exactly match the wage and salary compensation reported in the NIPA. This procedure is used to adjust LIS labor incomes and transfer payment incomes.

A slightly different procedure is used to adjust capital incomes. In calculating capital income in the LIS, it has been assumed that some or all occupational pensions represent a return to capital. As noted earlier, however, this treatment of pension income does not correspond with the treatment of capital income in NIPA. The NIPA statistics credit households with interest, dividend, and rental income when interest, dividends, and rents are received by the pension funds and insurance policies owned by households. This does not occur at the same time as households actually receive annuity payments from their pensions or when payments are made for insurance claims. Using only the information available in the LIS files, it is impossible to allocate reliably all of the capital income shown in the NIPA to individual households. I assume, however, that NIPA-estimated interest, dividend, and rental income is distributed across age
groups in the same way as interest, dividend, and rental income reported in the LIS. While there is no reason to think this is exactly true, it offers a straightforward way to adjust LIS-reported capital incomes so that the aggregate total is the same as that shown in the NIPA. Note that the procedure ignores funded pension payments recorded in the LIS. The adjustment to LIS capital income assumes that an equal proportional adjustment is needed for all interest, dividend, and rental income reported in the household survey file. Except for the United States, I was not able to find NIPA estimates of the flow of rental services from owner-occupied homes. I have therefore included LIS estimates of these flows without any adjustment when calculating a household’s total capital income.

In sum, except for rental incomes on owner-occupied homes, capital and labor incomes reported in LIS are adjusted to bring the implied aggregate totals up to corresponding estimates in a country’s NIPA. The plausibility of the adjustment depends on the assumption that the aggregate incomes reported in the NIPA are more accurate than those reflected in the unadjusted LIS survey files. The adjustment to LIS incomes will be valid to the extent that income under-reporting in the household data files is proportionately the same in all age groups. If under-reporting of a particular income item represents a more severe problem for aged households, the adjustment will produce an understatement of the relative incomes of the aged.

The implication of the adjustment for the age profile of factor incomes is shown in the lower panel of Figure 6. On the whole, the adjustments have little effect on our interpretation of cross-national differences in the age profile of factor incomes. As is the case when the tabulations are performed with unadjusted LIS incomes, the adjusted-income calculations show that American and British households derive much higher factor incomes in old age than do their counterparts in Finland and Germany. Nonetheless, the income adjustments produce a sizeable increase in the apparent importance of factor incomes for aged Germans. Measured as a fraction of the factor incomes received by 45-49 year-old Germans, the importance of factor incomes for elderly Germans approximately doubles when the calculations are performed with incomes that have been adjusted for under-reporting. The jump in the importance of factor incomes among older Germans should not be surprising given the pattern of under-reporting reflected in Table 1. Because of under-reporting of German incomes, very large adjustments must be made in reported amounts from self-employment and interest, dividends, and rent. All of these income sources are relatively more important among older people than among the young and middle-
aged. In contrast, the adjustment for under-reporting of German wage and salary income is comparatively small, and this income source is relatively much more important for the young and middle-aged. Even with large adjustments in the factor income received by older Germans, it remains the case that factor income is a more important income source for the aged in Britain and the United States than it is in Germany. If this difference persists in the future, the decline in factor income resulting from population aging should be smaller in Britain and the United States than it is in Germany or Finland.

**The age distribution of government transfers**

The tax burden of supporting paygo transfers depends on the relative generosity of the transfer system as well as the age distribution of factor incomes. In equation 4, the age profile of transfer generosity, $\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \ldots, \beta_N$, measures average benefit payments received by an age group, $i$, relative to the average factor income received by a middle-aged person, here assumed to be someone between ages 45 and 49. Figure 7 shows estimates of $\beta_i$ at successive ages in the four countries. The top panel displays estimates calculated using the unadjusted income amounts reported in the LIS household survey files. The lower panel shows estimates based on LIS income reports that are adjusted to reproduce the aggregate income totals reflected in each country’s NIPA data.

For each type of calculation, I have made two estimates of the age profile of transfer income for the United States. The basic U.S. tabulation uses the LIS income reports of cash and near-cash transfer income, either without any adjustment (the top panel of Figure 7) or with an adjustment to bring total paygo transfers up to the aggregate amount of “social benefits, receivable” recorded in the NIPA. These U.S. estimates are therefore calculated in the same way as the equivalent estimates for Finland, Germany, and the United Kingdom. For the United States, we also have micro-census estimates of the value of Medicare and Medicaid health insurance for people who are insured by those programs. When these estimates of health insurance transfers are added to other paygo transfers, it is possible to obtain a more complete assessment of the cost of government transfers. The estimates shown in Figure 7 that are labeled “USA (2)” reflect alternative estimates of the age profile of transfer income that is based on the supplemental information about Medicare and Medicaid transfers. In the top panel, the estimates of Medicare and Medicaid transfers are included in the calculations without any adjustment. In
the bottom panel, they are adjusted to bring U.S. total transfer income, including other cash and near-cash transfers, up to the total “social benefits, receivable” recorded in the U.S. NIPA.  

Consider first the estimates that are based on unadjusted LIS income reports, shown in the top panel of Figure 7. These estimates show that Finnish transfers are uniformly the highest up through ages 65-69. After that age, German transfers are relatively the most generous. Interestingly, at ages between 15 and 54 British transfers are more generous than those provided in Germany or the United States. By age 65-69, U.K. transfers are significantly less generous than the benefits provided by the other two European countries. Transfers in the United States are notably less generous for working-age adults than they are in the three European countries, but the relative generosity of transfers to the elderly depends crucially on whether imputed Medicare and Medicaid are included in the estimate of paygo transfers. When Medicare and Medicaid are included, transfers to America’s elderly are more generous than those provided to the elderly in the United Kingdom. When Medicare and Medicaid are excluded from the tabulations, the United States offers the least generous paygo transfers at every age, including ages past 65.

Although any plausible definition of paygo transfers ought to include benefits provided in the form of public health insurance, it is not obvious whether it is appropriate to compare U.S. estimates that include imputed Medicare and Medicaid payments with European transfer estimates that exclude any imputation for public medical insurance. Public spending on health in 2000 was 5.0 percent of GDP in Finland, 5.8 percent in the United States, 5.9 percent in the United Kingdom, and 8.3 percent of GDP in Germany (OECD, 2004). Most public spending on health care takes the form of payments to support medical insurance for individuals. Since the cost of providing health care rises steeply with age in all developed countries, government transfers will be more heavily tilted toward the aged when public health insurance is included than when it is excluded (Cutler and Sheiner, 2001, and Sheiner, 2004). The estimates labeled “USA (2)” reflect this tilt for the United States, but the other estimates in Figure 7 exclude any valuation of public health insurance benefits.

---

8 In other words, the estimates in the lower panel labeled “USA (2)” are derived under the assumption that U.S. paygo transfers are distributed in the population in the same way as the sum of cash and near-cash transfers plus Medicare and Medicaid benefits. The total amount of these benefits is assumed to be understated in the LIS files by a uniform percentage for each household. The percentage adjustment for under-reporting is the percentage needed to bring total cash and near-cash transfers plus Medicare and Medicaid up to the total amount recorded in the U.S. NIPA.
Inspection of the lines labeled “USA” and “USA (2)” shows that the inclusion of public health benefits makes a big difference in the age profile of U.S. transfer benefits. Including public health insurance in the other three countries would obviously affect the results for those countries as well. However, it is unlikely that the effect on the age distribution of transfers would be as big in Europe as it is in the United States. Most working-age Americans and their children obtain health insurance from employer-provided plans and with premiums paid out of their cash incomes. In other words, most insurance for these groups is purchased directly out of the factor incomes of working-age adults. Public health insurance is important mainly for poor and aged Americans, so the age profile of public health insurance benefits is heavily tilted toward the aged. In contrast, most European public health insurance offers coverage to children and working-age adults as well as to the poor and aged. European government spending on this kind of transfer income is thus likely to be less tilted toward the aged than it is in the United States.

The lower panel of Figure 7 contains a recalculation of the age profile of transfer generosity after applying an adjustment to LIS income reports to bring total factor and transfer incomes up to the amounts shown in official NIPA statistics. Finland and the United Kingdom continue to be ranked as the most generous countries in transferring incomes to the young and the middle-aged, but Britain’s rank in generosity toward the elderly falls from third to last place. The increase in the relative generosity of U.S. and German transfers when adjusted incomes rather than unadjusted incomes are used is due to the different patterns of under-reporting in those countries. A very large upward adjustment of transfer incomes is needed to bring LIS incomes in the United States and Germany up to totals recorded in their NIPA statistics (see bottom row in Table 1). In contrast, transfer incomes are reasonably well reported by Finnish and British respondents in the LIS household surveys. Obviously, the adjustment of U.S. transfer incomes is much smaller when the LIS measure of transfers includes Medicare and Medicaid payments as well as other cash and near-cash transfers. Thus, the lines labeled “USA (2)” in the top and bottom panels are much closer to one another than the lines labeled “USA.”

Although the income adjustments have significant effects on our estimates of the age profile of transfer generosity, a couple of conclusions about the age profile seem valid regardless of whether the adjusted or unadjusted income estimates are used. First, the United States offers less generous benefits than Finland or Germany at every age. This implies that the tax on factor
income needed to support transfers will be higher in Finland and Germany than in the United States, irrespective of the demographic profile of the population. So long as the countries have the same population age structure, the tax burden of supporting paygo transfers will be higher in Finland and Germany than it is in the United States, and this will be true whether the average age of the population is 35, 55, or 75. Second, the age profile of public transfers is more heavily tilted toward the aged in Germany than it is in Finland. Similarly, public transfers are also more heavily tilted toward the aged in the United States than they are in the United Kingdom. British transfers to working-age adults are relatively more generous than are equivalent transfers in the United States, and the increase in benefit generosity after adults reach age 65 is relatively greater in the United States than it is in Britain. These differences in the age pattern of benefit generosity imply that a shift in the age structure toward an older population will cause a proportionately faster increase in the dependency burden in Germany compared with Finland and in the United States compared with the United Kingdom.

**The dependency burden of an aging population**

The results in the previous two sections can be combined to derive estimates of the tax on factor income needed to support paygo transfers. The calculations can be performed based on the current population age structure or on the predicted age structure at some future time. As a starting point it is informative to compare tax burdens when countries are assumed to share a common population age structure. This kind of comparison eliminates differences in measured tax burdens caused by the fact that the age distribution of the population differs across countries. To perform the required calculations, I have computed the unweighted average population age structure of Finland, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States using the population weights reported in the 1999-2000 LIS data files. Table 2 shows the results of these calculations when estimates of factor and transfer incomes are based on the unadjusted income reports in the LIS files. For the United States, this procedure yields two sets of estimates of government transfer income, one that includes only the cash and near-cash transfer incomes reported in the LIS files and a second that also includes U.S. Census Bureau imputations of the value of public health insurance transfers.

Table 2 shows the age distribution of factor income, transfer income, LIS-reported tax payments, and net disposable income when the population is divided into four age groups – young adults (ages 15-34), the middle-aged (ages 35-54), the near-aged (ages 55-64), and the
elderly (ages 65 and older). Estimates of average income and tax payments in a particular age group are measured relative to the average factor income received by a middle-aged person, that is, someone between ages 35 and 54. (The average factor income received by people between 35 and 54 is always equal to 100, by definition.) The estimates of factor income reported in Table 2 confirm the results displayed in Figures 4–6. Aged adults in Britain and the United States receive substantially higher factor incomes than their counterparts in Finland and Germany. The income advantage of aged Britons relative to Finns and Germans is entirely due to higher capital income, while that of older Americans is due to both higher capital income and higher labor income. Among near-aged adults, Americans earn significantly higher factor incomes than their counterparts in all three European countries. Most of their income advantage reflects the fact that Americans between 55 and 64 receive much more labor income. This is mainly the result of higher employment rates among America’s near-aged. The LIS survey files show that 54 percent of Americans between ages 60 and 64 derive income from working. The comparable employment rates in Finland, Germany, and the United Kingdom are 29 percent, 36 percent, and 31 percent, respectively.

The results in Table 2 also confirm the sizeable role of paygo government transfers as an income source in Finland and Germany as compared with the United Kingdom and the United States. As noted above, the difference between Britain and the other two European countries is comparatively small for adults under age 55, but it is sizeable for the aged and near-aged. Britons older than 54 can expect to receive significantly smaller government transfers than their counterparts in Finland or Germany. Young, middle-aged, and near-aged adults in the United States receive very small transfers, but the relative position of America’s aged depends crucially on whether government transfers in the form of health insurance benefits are included in the totals. If estimated U.S. Medicare and Medicaid payments are included, government transfers to the aged are relatively more costly in the United States than they are in Britain; if such transfers are excluded, transfers to the aged are lower in the United States than in Britain.

The LIS data files contain information on the income taxes and social insurance contributions that income recipients pay out of their gross incomes. The average withholdings for income taxes and employee social contributions are reported in Table 2. Bear in mind that these tax payments finance government spending for functions in addition to public transfers, including education, law enforcement, national defense, and interest on the public debt. The LIS
tax estimates show, not surprisingly, that tax payments are highest for middle-aged adults and lowest for the aged. In all four countries, estimated tax withholdings are considerably higher for young adults than they are for the aged, notwithstanding the fact that the aged receive higher gross incomes than the young. Much of the income received by the elderly consists of lightly taxed transfers, while a much higher percentage of income received by the young is heavily taxed labor income.  The LIS information on tax withholdings permits us to calculate average disposable income, that is, gross factor income and government transfers minus tax payments. Interestingly, when net income is expressed relative to the average factor income earned by 35-54 year-olds, aged and near-aged adults in all four countries receive similar disposable incomes, though the composition of income differs significantly across countries. The tabulations in Table 2 suggest that average citizens 65 and older receive disposable incomes that are 54 percent to 58 percent of the average factor incomes received by adults between 35 and 54. In Britain and the United States, a much larger percentage of disposable income received by the aged and near-aged is derived from factor income, while in Finland and Germany a much larger fraction is received as government transfers. In Germany and Britain, the aged also pay very low taxes.

The information about factor income and government transfers can be combined to calculate the tax rate on factor income needed to pay for transfers. When a common population age structure is assumed for the four countries, the implied tax rates are 30.7 percent in Finland, 25.8 percent in Germany, and 18.7 percent in the United Kingdom. The U.S. tax rate is 9.8 percent if included transfers are restricted to cash and near-cash transfer payments reported in the LIS file. The tax rate is 14.3 percent if U.S. transfers also include the Census Bureau imputations of Medicare and Medicaid payments.

Adjustments for income under-reporting. Alternative income and tax estimates are displayed in Table 3. These estimates reflect the income and tax adjustments to LIS data that are needed to reproduce NIPA estimates of aggregate factor and transfer income and of total personal income tax and social insurance contributions. These tabulations reflect higher estimates of earned income, paygo transfers, and tax withholdings for personal income taxes and

---

9 In fact, the estimates in Table 2 understate the relative tax burdens borne by the young and middle-aged, since they exclude the social insurance contributions made by employers in behalf of their workers. Recall that gross wage and salary income reported in the LIS files reflects the gross wages paid to workers rather than the total compensation paid by employers, including mandatory contributions for social insurance.
employer and employee contributions for social insurance. For all four countries, the income adjustments yield an upward revision in the relative incomes received by the aged. Income sources that are particularly important to the aged and near-aged, including capital income and public transfers, suffer from worse under-reporting than labor earnings, which is relatively more important to the young and middle-aged. In at least one case, the upward adjustment is startlingly large. If the adjusted income tabulations are accepted at face value, the net incomes of the German aged and near-aged populations are higher than those of Germans between 35 and 54. Large adjustments in the incomes of the German elderly are needed to compensate for very large shortfalls in LIS income reports covering capital and transfer incomes.

Adjustments to compensate for income under-reporting do not necessarily have a large impact on estimates of the tax rates needed to support paygo transfers. The implied tax rate for Finland is essentially the same whether unadjusted or adjusted LIS data are used (30.7 percent in Table 2 versus 29.7 percent in Table 3). Since under-reporting of Finnish factor income is proportionately similar to under-reporting of transfer income, it makes little difference whether unadjusted or adjusted data are used to calculate the required tax rate. In Germany, on the other hand, under-reporting of transfer income is proportionately larger than under-reporting of factor income. Therefore, after an under-reporting adjustment is made, the implied tax rate needed to support German transfers increases. In Britain, income under-reporting is relatively more important for factor income than for transfer income, so the estimated tax rate to support government transfers falls when an under-reporting adjustment is made. The adjustment for income under-reporting in the United States yields estimates of the tax rate that are similar to the rate calculated in Table 2 when imputed Medicare and Medicaid benefit payments are included in the total of government transfers.

When we use a standardized population age profile to calculate the tax on factor income needed to pay for paygo transfers, the tax rate is highest in Finland and lowest in the United States (see Table 4). Using adjusted rather than unadjusted incomes to calculate the tax rate has some effect on results, but it has no impact on the rank order of tax rates in the four countries. The tax rates needed to pay for Finnish and German transfers are roughly twice the tax needed to pay for U.S. transfers. The required Finnish and German tax rates are approximately two-thirds higher than the rate needed for the United Kingdom.
Table 4. Tax Rates Needed to Support Paygo Transfers in Four Countries, 1999-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of factor income</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>U.S.A.</th>
<th>U.S.A. (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implied by unadjusted LIS income</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implied by adjusted LIS income</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: See Tables 2 and 3.

To see how these tax rates will be affected by anticipated population aging, we can derive estimates of $t$ using forecasts of the future age distribution of national populations. The estimates displayed in Figures 8 and 9 are based on population projections of the U.S. Census Bureau (2004). The estimated tax rates in Figure 8 use a standardized population age profile for the four countries. That is, each of the countries is assumed to have an identical age structure in future years, where the age structure in a given year is the unweighted average of the population age profile for that year predicted by the Census Bureau. The estimates of $t$ in Figure 8 thus eliminate the effects of differential population aging in the four countries and highlight the influence of national differences in the age distribution of factor incomes and the age pattern of transfer payment generosity. Predicted tax rates are estimated using estimates of $f_i$ and $\beta_i$ derived from income reports that have been adjusted for income under-reporting. In other words, the estimates are based on data in the lower panels rather than the top panels of Figures 6 and 7. It seems reasonable to think the results that adjust for income under-reporting are preferable to estimates that rely solely on the unadjusted income reports in the LIS files.

Figure 8 shows plainly the importance of cross-national differences in the age distribution of factor incomes and transfer benefits. Finland and Germany face much higher taxes to support paygo transfers than Britain and the United States. Because the age pattern of benefit generosity is more heavily tilted towards the aged in Germany, the tax rate rises proportionately faster in that country than it does in the other three. Note that the German tax rate is initially lower than the Finnish rate in 2000 but rises more steeply over the next half century. By 2050 the predicted German tax rate is 3 percentage points higher than the rate in Finland.

---

10 The predictions of $t$ for the United States are based on estimates of $\beta$ labeled “USA” rather than “USA (2)” in the lower panel of Figure 7. The predicted U.S. tax rate would be slightly higher and rise somewhat faster if the estimates labeled “USA (2)” were used instead.
Figure 9 shows predicted tax burdens between 2000 and 2050 based on the Census Bureau’s forecasts of the likely age structure of each country. Since the U.K. population is older than the U.S. population and growing older more rapidly, the difference between U.K. and U.S. tax rates is both larger and faster growing in Figure 9 than it is in Figure 8. Similarly, the German population is expected to age faster than the population of Finland, reinforcing the effects of a paygo transfer system that is heavily tilted in favor of Germany’s elderly. By the year 2050, the tax-rate difference between Germany and Finland is 6.4 percentage points. The differing rates of population aging tend to magnify the tax rate differences in the four countries.

Results for the four countries are summarized in Table 5. Two sets of estimated tax rates are shown for each country. The rates listed in the columns labeled “a” are the paygo tax rates a country would face if its population age structure in each indicated year is the unweighted average age structure of all four countries. The rates listed in columns labeled “b” are the tax rates countries will face given the national population age structure predicted by the Census Bureau for the indicated year. By comparing the tax rates in the “a” columns for the four countries, we can see which countries have the most burdensome transfer systems and which have an age distribution of factor incomes and paygo transfers that is particularly sensitive to population aging. As should be obvious from the discussion so far, Finland and Germany have the most burdensome benefit systems, but Germany and the United States have a combination of \( f_i \) and \( \beta_i \) that makes their tax burdens more highly sensitive to increases in the average population age. Assuming a common age structure and common trend toward population aging, \( t \) would rise 46 percent in Finland and 45 percent in the United Kingdom between 2000 and 2050, but it would increase 55 percent in the United States and 64 percent in Germany. The faster increase in taxes in Germany and the United States is mainly the result of a public transfer system that is more heavily tilted toward the aged. That is, the gap between transfer benefits received by the aged, on the one hand, and the non-aged on the other, is proportionately bigger in Germany and the United States than it is in Finland or the United Kingdom. The tilt in the U.S. benefit structure is large enough to offset an age profile of factor income that is also unusually tilted toward the aged. Compared with their counterparts in the other three countries, Americans older than 55 receive unusually large factor incomes. This means factor income will fall more gradually in the United States than in Finland or the United Kingdom when the population grows.
older. Nonetheless, the tax needed to support paygo transfers will rise proportionately faster in the United States than in either Finland or Britain.

The Table 5 entries under columns labeled “b” show the trend in tax rates required to support paygo transfers based on each country’s predicted population change. In spite of a paygo benefit structure that is tilted toward the aged, the United States is predicted to see the smallest proportional rise in tax burdens. Between 2000 and 2050, \( t \) will rise just 41 percent in the United States compared with 45 percent in Finland, 57 percent in the United Kingdom, and 63 percent in Germany. The main reason for the faster rise in Finnish and U.K. tax rates is the faster aging of their populations compared with that of the United States. The German tax rate will rise faster than the U.S. rate because of faster population aging and because the age distribution of factor incomes and transfer benefits in Germany makes the tax rate more sensitive to a shift in the population age structure.

**Conclusions and extensions**

While all industrial countries will grow older over the next half century, the burden of providing public support to their aging populations will not rise by the same fraction. One reason is that their populations will grow older at different rates. Countries with comparatively high fertility and immigration, such as the United States, will see a slower shift in the age structure compared with countries where fertility rates are lower and immigration is less common. Even ignoring the effect of differences in the pace of population aging, industrial countries would experience widely varying burdens as a result of population aging. This paper has highlighted the role of differences in the age structure of factor incomes and of transfer payment generosity in determining the future burden of public support for the aged. The elderly and near-elderly in some countries earn comfortable incomes from their own labor and investments. In other countries, the aged receive much smaller factor incomes, and they depend more heavily on transfer payments from the government. The age profiles of factor income and of transfer payment generosity taken in combination determine the taxes that citizens must pay out of their capital and labor incomes to support transfer recipients.

Using income reports in the LIS files it is straightforward to measure the age profiles of factor incomes and paygo benefit payments in a number of industrialized countries. These estimates can be matched up to aggregate incomes reported in national income and product accounts to verify the plausibility of the income reports obtained in household surveys. The
conclusions drawn in this paper are broadly consistent whether we use uncorrected micro-census income reports or reports adjusted to reflect income under-reporting in the LIS files. A couple of conclusions are unsurprising. Generous social welfare states in continental Europe offer more costly and burdensome paygo transfers to their aged citizens than comparable benefits provided by the United Kingdom or the United States. The generous package of benefits offered in continental Europe will require heavier taxes on factor incomes than are needed in the English-speaking countries regardless of the age structure of the national population. At the same time, factor incomes in continental Europe tend to fall off much more rapidly in late middle age than is the case in either Britain or the United States, in part because labor incomes decline faster after age 55 than they do in the United States and in part because capital incomes are significantly smaller than they are in both Britain and the United States. This pattern of factor income payments will mean that the future availability of factor income will fall off faster in Continental Europe than in the English-speaking countries as the population grows older.

The estimates reported in this paper show, however, that population aging will have a relatively bigger impact in countries where the age profile of benefits is more heavily tilted in favor of the elderly. Countries with relatively low overall generosity in social welfare, such as the United States, may nonetheless have benefit systems that are steeply tilted in favor of the aged. High-generosity systems, including the one offered in Finland, may offer public benefits that are less favorably structured in behalf of the elderly. Among the countries considered here, Germany and the United States have social insurance and assistance systems that provide relatively generous benefits to the aged and less generous transfers to the non-aged. Even though average paygo transfers rise with a person’s age in Finland and the United Kingdom, the schedule of benefits is less steeply sloped than it is in Germany or the United States. If all four countries shared the same age structure and faced an identical increase in average population age, the tax rate needed to support transfers would climb more slowly in Finland and Britain than in Germany or the United States. This result is mainly due to the difference in the age profile of benefits offered by the four countries.

Two extensions of the study could improve our understanding of future dependency burdens. First, the current analysis is based on very imperfect measures of the incomes received by aged and non-aged citizens from public health insurance. Of the four countries included in the study, only one – the United States – provides information on the value to individual
households of public medical insurance. The results in Figure 7 suggest that the inclusion of these benefits has an important effect on the estimated age profile of paygo transfers. If such transfers could be taken into account for all countries in the study, it is conceivable some of the results would change. Moreover, the health insurance imputations for the United States have important shortcomings. The Census Bureau imputes the value of public health insurance to American households using a very simple algorithm. The imputation procedure does not account for the rising cost of health insurance for people past the age of 65. Recent estimates by Louise Sheiner show that average Medicare spending by Americans between 75 and 79 is about 50 percent higher than average spending by 65-69 year-olds. Per-person spending by people 85 and older is more than twice as high as the average amount spent by 65-69 year-olds (Sheiner, 2004, Figure 2). The U.S. Census Bureau estimates of the value of Medicare insurance do not fully reflect the rising age profile of insurance outlays. The age profile of public health insurance spending should be explicitly reflected in future estimates of transfers and their associated tax cost.

My estimates of future tax burdens are based on the assumption that the current age profiles of factor incomes and transfer benefits will remain unchanged in the future. Although this assumption provides a sensible starting point for comparing countries and transfer systems, it is not very credible in the long run. The estimates in Figure 7 imply that the tax on German factor incomes needed to support paygo transfers could approach 50 percent within the next half century. The actual tax burden to support all state spending would be higher than this, because taxpayers will also need to pay for public schools, national defense, and other government obligations. The age profile of factor incomes and paygo transfers will probably change long before German tax rates reach the level implied by these calculations. Public pensions will be scaled back or delayed, and workers will be encouraged to accumulate more savings to help pay for their own retirement. Of course, some trends may lift the tax rates needed to support paygo transfers. In a number of countries, including the United States, expenditures on medical care are rising faster than spending on other kinds of household consumption. Since much of this spending, especially by the elderly, is financed out of public budgets, it is possible that the future age profile of transfer benefits will become even more tilted in favor of the aged. By investigating historical evidence about the age distribution of factor incomes and transfer
payments, we may gain some understanding of the economic and political determinants of the tax burden.
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Table 1. Aggregate Incomes Reported in LIS Data Files and in National Income and Product Accounts, 1999-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source:</th>
<th>Author's tabulations of LIS data files and OECD and U.S. estimates of national income and products accounts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| (1) Gross wage and salary income (LIS) | 48.8 | 839.4 | 377.0 | 4,701.5 |
| (2) Employee compensation (NIPA)     | 62.8 | 1,099.1 | 495.8 | 5,782.7 |
| (3) Self-employment income (LIS)     | 5.1 | 122.5 | 53.1 | 345.2 |
| (4) Surplus of unincorporated businesses owned by households (NIPA) | 5.3 | 231.4 | 54.2 | 728.4 |
| (5) Income derived from capital, including funded pensions (LIS) | 6.3 | 60.0 | 60.8 | 583.9 |
| (6) Property income, receivable (NIPA) | 7.8 | 309.0 | 119.0 | 1,461.6 |
| (7) Imputed income from owner-occupied homes (LIS) /a/ | 5.0 | 43.8 | 53.1 | 459.9 |
| (8) Government transfers, except funded pensions (LIS) | 19.6 | 312.4 | 102.8 | 533.6 |
| (9) Social benefits, receivable (NIPA) | 23.5 | 532.7 | 120.8 | 1,044.1 |

Income recorded on LIS as a percentage of amount in NIPA:

| Wage and salary compensation: Row (1) / Row (2) | 78 | 76 | 76 | 81 |
| Self-employment income: Row (3) / Row (4) | 96 | 53 | 98 | 47 |
| Capital income: Row (5) / Row (6) | 81 | 19 | 51 | 40 |
| Total factor income: [(Row (1) + (3) + (7)) / (Row (2) + (4) + (6))] | 86 | 65 | 81 | 76 |
| Government transfers or social benefits: Row (8) / Row (9) | 83 | 59 | 85 | 51 |
Table 2. Gross and Net Incomes by Age Group in Four Countries: Estimates Based on Unadjusted LIS Income Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>15-34</th>
<th>35-54</th>
<th>55-64</th>
<th>65-94</th>
<th>15-94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finland (2000)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor income</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which -- Labor</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer income</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net disposable income</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memo:</strong> Implied tax on Finland factor income for Paygo transfers</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Germany (2000) |       |       |       |       |       |
| Factor income  | 44    | 100   | 66    | 13    | 62    |
| of which -- Labor | 43    | 94    | 57    | 3     | 56    |
| Capital        | 1     | 6     | 9     | 10    | 6     |
| Transfer income| 4     | 8     | 20    | 49    | 16    |
| Taxes          | -15   | -34   | -21   | -4    | -21   |
| Net disposable income | 34    | 74    | 66    | 58    | 57    |
| **Memo:** Implied tax on German factor income for Paygo transfers | 25.8% |

| United Kingdom (1999) |       |       |       |       |       |
| Factor income        | 56    | 100   | 71    | 32    | 70    |
| of which -- Labor    | 53    | 88    | 43    | 2     | 55    |
| Capital              | 2     | 12    | 29    | 30    | 14    |
| Transfer income      | 7     | 10    | 13    | 30    | 13    |
| Taxes                | -13   | -22   | -15   | -5    | -15   |
| Net disposable income| 50    | 87    | 69    | 57    | 67    |
| **Memo:** Implied tax on U.K. factor income for Paygo transfers | 18.7% |

| Factor income      | 47    | 100   | 86    | 40    | 70    |
| of which -- Labor  | 45    | 89    | 64    | 11    | 57    |
| Capital            | 3     | 11    | 23    | 29    | 13    |
| Transfer income    | 2     | 3     | 6     | 23    | 7     |
| Taxes              | -10   | -24   | -20   | -7    | -16   |
| Net disposable income | 39    | 80    | 72    | 56    | 61    |
| **Memo:** Implied tax on U.S. factor income for Paygo transfers | 9.8%  |

| Factor income      | 47    | 100   | 86    | 40    | 70    |
| of which -- Labor  | 45    | 89    | 64    | 11    | 57    |
| Capital            | 3     | 11    | 23    | 29    | 13    |
| Transfer income    | 3     | 4     | 9     | 36    | 10    |
| Taxes              | -10   | -24   | -20   | -7    | -16   |
| Net disposable income | 40    | 80    | 75    | 69    | 64    |
| **Memo:** Implied tax on U.S. factor income for Paygo transfers | 14.3% |

Source: Author's tabulations of LIS data files as explained in the text.
Table 3. Gross and Net Incomes by Age Group in Four Countries: Estimates Based on LIS Income Reports Adjusted to Reflect NIPA Income Totals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>15-34</th>
<th>35-54</th>
<th>55-64</th>
<th>65-94</th>
<th>15-94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Finland (2000)**
- Factor income: 49, 100, 62, 14, 63
  - of which -- Labor: 47, 87, 47, 2, 53
  - Capital: 3, 13, 15, 12, 10
- Transfer income: 9, 12, 28, 42, 19
- Taxes: -22, -45, -31, -9, -29
- Net disposable income: 36, 67, 59, 47, 53

*Memo:* Implied tax on Finland factor income for Paygo transfers 29.7%

**Germany (2000)**
- Factor income: 41, 100, 72, 23, 63
  - of which -- Labor: 38, 86, 52, 3, 51
  - Capital: 3, 14, 20, 20, 12
- Transfer income: 5, 9, 23, 55, 18
- Taxes: -17, -42, -25, -2, -24
- Net disposable income: 28, 67, 69, 76, 57

*Memo:* Implied tax on German factor income for Paygo transfers 28.1%

**United Kingdom (1999)**
- Factor income: 55, 100, 69, 29, 69
  - of which -- Labor: 51, 84, 40, 2, 52
  - Capital: 4, 16, 29, 27, 16
- Transfer income: 6, 8, 11, 26, 11
- Taxes: -22, -38, -22, -5, -25
- Net disposable income: 39, 71, 58, 51, 55

*Memo:* Implied tax on U.K. factor income for Paygo transfers 16.6%

- Factor income: 45, 100, 89, 46, 71
  - of which -- Labor: 41, 83, 61, 11, 54
  - Capital: 4, 17, 28, 35, 17
- Transfer income: 3, 5, 9, 32, 10
- Taxes: -11, -24, -21, -6, -16
- Net disposable income: 37, 80, 78, 72, 65

*Memo:* Implied tax on U.S. factor income for Paygo transfers 13.7%

- Factor income: 45, 100, 89, 46, 71
  - of which -- Labor: 41, 83, 61, 11, 54
  - Capital: 4, 17, 28, 35, 17
- Transfer income: 3, 4, 8, 35, 10
- Taxes: -11, -24, -21, -6, -16
- Net disposable income: 37, 80, 78, 74, 65

*Memo:* Implied tax on U.S. factor income for Paygo transfers 13.8%

*Source:* Author's tabulations of LIS data files and OECD and U.S. estimates of national income and product account data as explained in the text.

*Note:* Age distribution of population is normalized using average population structure in the four countries.
Table 4. Tax Rates Needed to Support Paygo Transfers in Four Countries, 1999-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of factor income</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>U.S.A.</th>
<th>U.S.A. (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implied by unadjusted LIS income</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implied by adjusted LIS income</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: See Tables 2 and 3.

Table 5. Effect of Population Aging on Tax Rate, t, Needed to Finance Paygo Transfers, 2000-2050

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Finland (a) (b)</th>
<th>Germany (a) (b)</th>
<th>United Kingdom (a) (b)</th>
<th>United States (a) (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| t in 2050 as a percent of t in 2000 | 146 | 145 | 164 | 163 | 145 | 157 | 155 | 141 |

Source: Author's tabulations of LIS and NIPA data files as explained in text and population projections of the U.S. Census Bureau.
(a) The predicted age structure is assumed identical for each country and reflects the four-country average age structure.
(b) Estimated t is based on the predicted age structure for the indicated country.
Figure 1. Stylized Distribution of Factor Incomes and Paygo Benefits, by Age

Factor income of 35-54 year-olds = 100

Figure 2. Impact of Population Aging on Tax Rate Needed to Finance Paygo Transfers (Initial tax rate = 100)

Source: Author's calculations as explained in text.
Figure 3. Old-age Dependency Ratio, 2000-2050

Persons 65 and older per 100 persons age 15-64

Source: Author's tabulations of U.S. Census Bureau population projections.
Figure 4. Age Pattern of Factor Income in Four Countries, 1999-2000

Factor income received by average 45-49 year-old = 100

Age group: **Finland**

Factor income received by average 45-49 year-old = 100

Age group: **Germany**

*Source:* Author’s tabulations of LIS data files as explained in text.
Figure 4. Age Pattern of Factor Income in Four Countries (continued)

Factor income received by average 45-49 year-old = 100

Source: Author’s tabulations of LIS data files as explained in text.
Figure 5. Age Profiles of Labor and Capital Income in Four Countries, 1999-2000

Labor Income as % of Average Labor Income Received by 45-49 Year-olds

Source: Author's tabulations of LIS data files as explained in text.

Capital Income as % of Average Capital Income Received by 45-49 Year-olds

Source: Author's tabulations of LIS data files as explained in text.
Figure 6. Age Profiles of Factor Income in Four Countries with and without Adjustments to Reflect NIPA Estimates, 1999-2000

**LIS Income Reports:** Factor Income as % of Average Factor Income Received by 45-49 Year-olds /a/

**Income Reports Adjusted to NIPA:** Factor Income as % of Average Factor Income Received by 45-49 Year-olds /b/

Source: Author's tabulations of LIS and NIPA data files as explained in text.

/a/ Distribution of factor incomes based on income reports without NIPA adjustment.

/b/ Distribution of factor incomes based on LIS income reports adjusted to reflect aggregate factor incomes shown in NIPA.
Figure 7. Age Pattern of Paygo Transfers in Four Countries with and without Adjustments to Reflect NIPA Estimates, 1999-2000

LIS Income Reports: Transfers received measured as % of Average Factor Income Received by 45-49 year-olds /a/

Income Reports Adjusted to NIPA: Transfers received measured as % of Average Factor Income Received by 45-49 year-olds /b/

Source: Author's tabulations of LIS and NIPA data files as explained in text.
/a/ Distribution of factor incomes based on income reports without NIPA adjustment.
/b/ Distribution of factor incomes based on LIS income reports adjusted to reflect aggregate factor incomes shown in NIPA.
Figure 8. Implied Tax on Factor Income for Paygo Transfers
Assuming Identical Population Age Structure

Note: Calculations based on NIPA-adjusted income amounts and standardized trend in population age profile.

Figure 9. Implied Tax on Factor Income for Paygo Transfers
with Actual Population Age Structure

Note: Calculations based on NIPA-adjusted income amounts.